
Monash University students tap miracle carbon to
cleanse water

MAGNETS and a Nobel prize-winning wonder material could be used to overcome toxic
overload in the world’s waterways.

A proof-of-concept study led by a Monash University undergraduate student has demonstrated an
astonishingly simple way to cleanse water of contaminants, from lead and mercury to dye and
antibiotics.

The system is based around extraordinarily thin layers of carbon, known as graphene, and magnets
commonly used in electronics. “We’ve been using rare-earth magnets — you can buy them at
Jaycar,” said co-researcher Rico Tabor. “But any strong magnet does the trick.”

Under the approach, the magnets draw charged particles out of water as it flows through a pipe. The
particles are attached to tiny sheets of graphene oxide, which attract a huge range of toxins.

Graphene is a revolutionary material that won two Scottish physicists the 2010 Nobel prize. The
thinnest known substance, at just one atom thick, it is also the lightest, strongest and most conductive.
Its extraordinary flexibility, density and optical properties are being explored for use in products
ranging from computer chips to gas sensors and condoms.

The Monash system uses graphene oxide, which is much easier to produce than pure graphene. “If
you only want to treat wastewater, you don’t care about the conductivity and all that stuff,” Dr Tabor
said. “(Graphene) has the most surface area possible to make, so it’s an amazing absorbent.”

He said graphene oxide’s ability to “sponge” metal ions made the new system a promising way of
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treating mine tailing dams. “The goal is not always to get the purest water possible, it’s to use
cost-effective technology (to achieve) acceptable standards.

“As pressure on water increases, having technologies for the future is key. We might come up against
a wall at some stage, where the current processes just don’t cut it.”

While other groups have researched ways of using graphene to decontaminate water, Dr Tabor’s
system is the first to use fully recyclable components. “We can separate the graphene oxide from the
magnetic materials, so we can reuse (them) pretty much infinitely.”

The study, published in the journal ACS Applied Materials and Interfaces, also involved the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Bristol University.
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